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In 1868, George Coutsis, a ship-owner from the island of Spetses, wrote to his partner in
the port of Taganrog concerning an accident of his ship:
“The Captain of the ship did not know that the cargo was insured because I
want him to be indebted to me as he is a member of my family …I ensure you
Sir that half of my crew is members of my family and this is why my ship was
saved…”1.
This is a characteristic example of ship-owners’ awareness of how maritime
businesses should be governed, especially the matter of trust and loyalty that emanates
from kinship ties and captain’s reliability. Family businesses, where owners hold control
over the management, have been accused of incompetence in making “rational” decisions
and have been ultimately associated with business failure2. On the other hand, efficiency
has been correlated to professional management and contractual relations3. Many
historians have successfully “restored” family businesses in many industries of the
modern economy even in the seedbed of “managerial capitalism”, the U.S4. This paper
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wishes to contribute to this debate by offering a paradigm from the shipping industry and
especially the Greek shipping industry. My recent research on the shipping businesses of
the island of Spetses has demonstrated that business organization, either based on
networks or professional management rarely ever exists in a “pure” form, but rather
combined and in total interdependence.
The aim of this paper is to co examine the role of formal institutions such as
contracts and legislation, and informal institutions like networks of family relations and
their efficiency equilibrium in the management of the Greek shipping businesses through
the case of the island of Spetses during the 1830-1870. This paper is based on newly
found material of the island’s notarial archive and the archive of the Coutsis family, one
of the most important shipping houses of the island of Spetses.
Spetses are considered to be a prime example of Greek owned shipping because
of their long standing tradition in maritime businesses and success in the 19th century.
From the 1830s till the 1870s, the island of Spetses was the second most important port
of registry of the Greek-owned mercantile fleet and a major shipbuilding center of the
nascent Greek State after Syros. This economic development was based on a local
business group, which was gradually formed from the last quarter of the 18th century till
the 1870’s. The question we address here is why and how the merchant shipping of the
island of Spetses succeeded in surviving and grew in the competitive economic
environment of the 19th century.
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Diagram 1. Number of ship registered in the two most important ports of the
Greek State and the total number of the Greek-owned fleet, 1830-1870
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Source: Data elaborated from Database Dievo. Shipping Businesses of the island of Spetses, 1830-1870 and
Gelina Harlaftis and Nikos Vlassopoulos, Ποντοπόρεια: Ιστορικός Νηογνώµονας: Ποντοπόρα ιστιοφόρα και
ατµόπλοια, 1830-1939, Helen Beneki (ed.), Athens 2002.

My main argument is that the success of the ship-owners of the island of Spetses
was feasible due to the efficient management of their shipping companies: it combined
the advantages of social control emanating from their family and affinity networks, and
contracts to eliminate the risk of the speculative behavior of their captains. The novelty of
this paper lies on the combination of agency and stewardship theory to analyze how
Greek shipowners formed their management strategies.
The analysis is based on two axes. I will examine first how management became
detached from (the realm of) ownership and secondly how this separation, in the form of
delegation, affects the mechanisms used to control the agents/captains’ performance as it
is represented in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Ownership/management relation and forms of control
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The model proposed in this paper is a dynamic model which can be used to
analyze the coexistence and evolution of shipping companies and other businesses in
general. The axis represents the relation between ownership and management, where
node A refers to the case where the owner is also the manager of the firm while node C
refers to the delegation of management to a professional manager. Shipping companies’
management defined in a large degree the ownership patterns and strategies. Shipping
businesses’ ownership structure took generally two main forms, the personal shipping
business where the ownership is in the hands of one person and the partnership, where the
ownership of the business was divided in shares to more than one partners.
Above the axis, there is an arrow that refers to the type of control exercised in
nodes A and C. When the owner was also the manager of a shipping company, the
agency costs were eliminated and there was no need for control. It has been argued that
when owners participate in the governance of a business, agency cost is reduced. On the
other hand, node C refers to the case where a principal/ship owner delegates the
management to a professional manager who is not related to the ownership of the
shipping company.
Agency theory describes the relation between the principal/owner of a business
and the agent/captain. According to this approach, there is an agency problem when a
4

manager with superior information acts as agent for an owner allowing the manager to
exploit business resources to his benefit, the so-called “free rider” problem5. This
problem stems from information asymmetries between the parties and their different
incentives6. In the case of the maritime businesses, asymmetry of information was the
result of the great physical distance between the principal/ship owner and the
agent/captain.
Due to the need to respond quickly to an ever-changing environment, the captain
was invested with extended responsibilities. He functioned as a representative of the ship
owner in foreign ports; he had to resolve business issues with merchant houses, clients
and suppliers on the spot. He was obliged to be familiar with different institutional
environments, norms and merchant practices as well as with the standard bookkeeping of
the ship’s business accounts. At the same time, he was the navigator and employer for the
ship’s crew while he was responsible to avoid mutinies and desertions.
This extensive delegation of decision-making authority exposed principals/shipowners to high risk as it encouraged agents/captains to behave opportunistically.
According to agency theory, the principal had to implement a set of controlling
mechanisms, like contracts and other additional means to constrain the risk of the agent
free-rider problem. This procedure involved high costs, which can be discriminated in
monitoring, bonding and residual7. However, in a world of asymmetric information,
contracts and other typical control mechanisms could not avert opportunistic behavior
while, at the same time, increased significantly transaction costs. Perhaps the most
important deficiency associated with agency theory derives from the standpoint that the
agents are self-serving economic individuals with ultimate purpose to maximize their
personal profit8.
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On the other side, stewardship theory is based on the assumption that agents can
make decisions for the benefit of an organization and its owner9. In this case, the agent
considers that business’s success was linked to his own interests. This is prevalent in
family businesses were the captain is a family member or is emotionally linked to the
family. In spetsiot maritime businesses, family and kinship ties were rather important in
defining shipping companies’ management as they consolidated cooperation and trust.
Node B refers to informal ties that connected the manager/agent to the shipowner/principal of the maritime company.
In order to examine the management strategies of the shipping businesses of the
island of Spetses, we must distinguish between personal maritime businesses and
partnerships. In this paper, we will focus on personal shipping businesses for two
reasons: first it is easier to explore deeper the relations between principal and agent due
to the simplicity of its ownership structure and secondly due to the unique role they
played for the shipping houses of the island of Spetses as we will show later on. In
personal maritime businesses, the ownership belonged to a single person, who was either
the manager of the business or delegated the management to another captain. Personal
shipping businesses represent almost half of the businesses of the Greek-owned shipping,
so it can be characterized as a typical example of a Greek shipping business. As indicated
in diagram 2, most of the personal maritime businesses were managed by a person other
than the owner of the business.
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Diagram 2.. Number of captains
captains/ship-owners or non ship-owners
owners in personal
maritime businesses of the island of Spetses, 1830-1870
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Source: Data elaborated from Database Dievo. Shipping Businesses of the island of Spetses, 1830-1870 and
Gelina
elina Harlaftis and Nikos Vlassopoulos
Vlassopoulos, Ποντοπόρεια: Ιστορικός Νηογνώµονας: Ποντοπόρα ιστιοφόρα και
ατµόπλοια, 1830-1939, Helen Beneki (ed.)
(ed.), Athens 2002.

1854, during which the bulk of the shipExcept from the quinquennial 1850-1854,
owners of the
he island of Spetses concentrated both ownership and governance into their
hands in order to obtain stability due to the uncertainty of the Crimean War, in the rest of
the period, captains unrelated to the owners managed over
ver the 80% of the total personal
shipping companies. This opposes to the agency theorists argument that ownership
concentration reduces monitoring costs, thereby restraining the problem of free
free-rider and
boosting returns. If this is so, why spetsiot ship-owners were willing to turn over a large
part of the decision-making
making authority of their businesses to “free riders” and how did they
ensure that their agents wo
would not default and shipping ventures could thrive as they did
did?
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Diagram 3.. Captains of pers
personal
onal maritime businesses as members and non
nonmembers of ship-owners
ship
family and kinship networks, 1830-1870.
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and
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Vlassopoulos, Ποντοπόρεια: Ιστορικός Νηογνώµονας: Ποντοπόρα ιστιοφόρα και
ατµόπλοια, 1830-1939, Helen Beneki (ed.)
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As indicated in diagram 33, the majority of the captains/managers
/managers of the personal
shipping businesses were members of the ship
ship-owners’ family and kinship networks.
With the
he exception of the quinquennial 1830-1834, from 1835
35 till 1869, more than 60%
of the captains were related with affinity ties with the ship-owners of the companies. This
observation does not imply that family and kinship ties were sufficient to prevent
opportunistic behavior or that other controlling mechanis
mechanisms
ms were not used. In order to
verify that social control was capable of building trust we will compare contracts between
captains who were related to ship-owners to those signed between captains unrelated to
them.
Usually contracts with non fa
family members contained clausess that constrained the
captain’s ability to exploit the opportunities of profit against ship owner’s interests during
his voyage and while he was on the island. One of these clausess obliged the captain to
hand over all the business’s accounts while he was on a trip right after his return and
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justify all of his decisions10. Another characteristic difference between related and
unrelated captain was the obligation of the latter to perform his duties in favor of his
principal and cut the ship’s and his personal expenses:
“Captain John N. Nestoros is obliged to be parsimonious in ship’s expenses,

food and salary and to reduce his food and the expenses of his cabin”11.
Another noteworthy clause implied to non related captains was the restriction of the loans
they could receive during their journey, which was determined by the ships value and the
experience of former journeys12. Shipowners knew how difficult it was to monitor their
captains while they were away and considered face-to-face meetings very important. In a
contract of 1855, the ship-owner states that:
“The Captain is obliged to obey the owner’s orders while he was on the

island or elsewhere through his representatives or in any other way…”
And if he didn’t:
“…he will be held personally responsible by the Greek law and the owner”13.
According to the contract above, there were other ways of monitoring the
captain’s trustworthiness beyond the island of Spetses. Ship-owner’s network of
commission agents in various ports was one of the most effective mechanisms that
transferred ship-owner’s instructions14. Every node of this network is a checkpoint for
captains as information on ship’s state, the precise date of the ship’s arrival and departure
as well as every expense that took place in the particular port flowed back to the shipowner. Friends and cooperators in several markets consolidated the net of social control
and the multilateral intersection of captain’s reputation. In addition, every commission
agent sent an account of gains and expenses which was later compared with the captain’s
accounts. At the second half of the 19th century, telegraph and mail services encouraged
the frequent correspondence between the captain and the ship-owner. In map one there is

10
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a characteristic example of the network of agents of one of the most important spetsiot
shipping houses, the Coutsis shipping house of the 19th century.

Map 1. Locations of Coutsis shipping house’s commission agents in the
Mediterranean Sea, 1868.
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Source: Data elaborated from Business Correspondence 1868, Christos Coutsis Archive, Spetses.

Many ship-owners adopted more extreme constraints to prevent foreign captain’s
opportunistic behavior. Reducing captain’s authority and assigning shipping business’s
management to a third person was the most common practice. As is it stated in the fourth
clause of the contract of 1845, between Nicolas Lampiris, ship-owner, and Dimitrios
Boulamatzis, captain and manager of his shipping business:
“Dimitrios Boulamatzis has no right to interfere to the merchant enterprises

of his ship, but he will be confined to navigate the ship”15.
The ship-owner’s delegate had to supervise the captain conduct in every journey
and the right to dismiss him if necessary. At the same time, he was assigned to operate
ship’s

chartering,

cargo

purchase,

ship’s

insurance,

legal

representation16.

Representatives assumed the responsibility to monitor the captain, but who would check
15
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on the delegates?? In most cases, representati
representatives were chosen by the ship-owner
ship
and were
members of his family and kinship network. As I have already mention
mentioned, in the case of
the personal shipping businesses of the island of Spetses, typical control mechanisms
such as contracts were not sufficient to ensure trust between captains and ship-owners.
This could explain why most of the ship-owners preferred to hire members of their family
and kinship networks, as it is indicated in diagram 4.

Diagram 4.. Captains of personal maritime businesses as members of the ship
owner’s family and wider kinship and social network, 1830
1830-1870
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Source: Data elaborated from Database Dievo. Shipping Businesses of the island of Spetses, 1830-1870 and
Gelina Harlaftis and Nikos Vlassopoulos
Vlassopoulos, Ποντοπόρεια: Ιστορικός Νηογνώµονας: Ποντοπόρα ιστιοφόρα και
ατµόπλοια, 1830-1939, Helen Beneki (ed.)
(ed.), Athens 2002.

ost of the captains were
were, by more than 50-100%, members of the shipowner’s
Most
family network and by the rest members of their wider kinship network
network. This was related
to the fact that shipping
hipping busi
businesses were organized into shipping houses,
houses an informal
institution which was embedded in the family
family.. Shipping houses were aggregations of
male entrepreneurs
ntrepreneurs coming from more than one generation of a single family and
invested and managed shipping businesses cooperating with each other as well as
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others17. Shipping houses were established when newcomers successfully conveyed their
businesses to the next generation.
Figure 2. The development stages of maritime business of Spetses, 19th century

During the period 1830-1870 there were 86 shipping houses which amounted in
498 members, more than 80% of the total number of investors in shipping businesses.
Shipping houses invested in 95,6% of the total 972 shipping businesses found during the
years 1830 to 1870. From the 86 shipping houses, 66% was active in shipping businesses
from 1780 till 1870. The development of shipping houses of the spetsi
spetsiot merchant
shipping evolved side by side with the development of the maritime businesses. Family
penetrated into the business
usiness network to meet the requirements and increasing needs of the
shipping enterprises in capital and human resources18.
When shipping houses
houses’’ needs overcame the family’s capacity they started
cooperating with each other, creating a pool of community network resources. Acting
A
not
as isolated and introvert entities
entities, but rather as parts of an interrelated entity,
entity they evolved
into a business group.. A “business group” is a collection of cooperating firms bound
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together in some formal and informal ways19. Several axes of solidarity such as their
common origin, language and religious beliefs
beliefs, which have grown inside the island’s
intact social structure
tructure from the mid 18th century till the 1870, and their mutual
participation in the Greek war of Revolution in 1821 connected the members of the
business group20. The preexisting social relations between the ship
ship-owners’
owners’ families were
reinforced by marital arrangements with the intent to forge alliances which justifies the
great number of relatives delegated with the management of shipping businesses21. A
paternalistic belief that family
family-owned ships should involve professionally family and
kinship members, especially the younger m
members
embers who were considered the off-springs
of the shipping house, was the reproductive force of spetsiot shipping businesses.
businesses

Diagram 5. Husbands, b
brothers
rothers and sons as captains in personal shipping
businesses, 1830-1870
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Source: Data elaborated from Database Dievo. Shipping Businesses of the island of Spetses, 1830-1870
1830
and
Gelina
elina Harlaftis and Nikos Vlassopoulos
Vlassopoulos, Ποντοπόρεια: Ιστορικός Νηογνώµονας: Ποντοπόρα ιστιοφόρα και
ατµόπλοια, 1830-1939, Helen Beneki (ed.)
(ed.), Athens 2002.
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Most of the captains were shipowners’ sons, brothers or husbands. This is one
aspect of the importance of shipping houses in the reproduction of local entrepreneurial
group. The presence of the shipowners’ off-springs in the management of personal
shipping businesses cannot be merely explained by economic factors as it is deeply
related to the internal structure and hierarchy of family relations. According to Mark
Casson, entrepreneurs have the tendency to supply their businesses needs in labor
initially through the pool of family resources which could be easily controlled, as their
heirs22. “Respect to the elder” as an expression of the traditional paternalistic family
system that survived and was reproduced inside the shipping house and the enterprises
had a great impact on the behavior of the captains. What was extremely difficult was the
balance of power between members who were equal in the family system as it demanded
the decision making authority to be distributed equally23.
There are three types of succession feasible to any family business based on the
most useful variable, ownership, from which legitimate decision making authority
derives. The first type of leadership succession is the quasi-parental sibling leader in
which parents used to choose one of their heirs. This type of succession could be rather
unstable when the other siblings get older and challenge the legitimacy of the quasi
parental leader. The second type is called the “shared leadership arrangement” that
recognized the equal distribution of power between siblings and at last there is the type of
“first among equals” arrangement. In order for this type to be effective, the leader must
prove his ability to manage the company24.
In the case of the island of Spetses, the “first among equals” arrangement was the
prevailing model of succession and recognized the elder sibling as the leader of the
family business25. Inheritance norms and practices of the island that provided equal
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shares of the family business to all siblings enforced this model of succession26.
Constantine Bamba, ship-owner and leader of the Bamba shipping house wrote in his
testament in 1884,
“The family’s real estate and ships will be divided to my three sons,

Christodoulos, Anargyros and Ilias and my wife in four equal shares…I ask
them, for the advance of my House, to follow the same [management]
system that I sustained till now and thought to be efficient. To my sons I
recommend unity, love and cooperation and I wish they remain inseparable.
The younger should respect the first-born, Christodoulos, the manager of
my business affairs for the progress of the House, always with the consent of
his brothers and mother” 27.
The siblings’ performing as captains of the personal businesses of their antecessor
was a common practice in the spetsiot shipping houses for one more, even more
important, reason. Their employment as captain was part of the succession process of the
shipping house’s leadership. The success of this process was very important to the
survival of the shipping house and the prevention of the Buddenbrook effect28.
The succession process consisted of two parallel procedures: the leadership and
ownership transfer29. Since ownership was concentrated on one person, personal shipping
businesses were convenient for the preparation and training of the candidate successors
and they were the only businesses which were fully transferred to the successor. During
this stage the candidate was trained to make decisions over the management of the
shipping and the ship’s navigation. But this was not all.
According to Morris, the successors’ training procedure was not the mere
acquisition of knowledge and had to involve qualifications, values and abilities that could

26
See Testimony of Christodoulos Coutsis, n. 192, (1841/07/10), Notarial Archive of Spetses 1830-1869,
Spetses and Testimony of Theodore Gika Botassis, n. 1408, (1835/06/20), Notarial Archive of Spetses,
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27
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29
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(Northampton 2005), 146.
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legitimize his decisions30. This was acquired by cultivating trust between the successor
and the local business group (shipping houses, newcomers), the crews, the national and
international Greek business network, shipping house’s collaborators, commission agents
in port-markets. The successor’s family name was a trademark of the shipping house’s
business culture and he had to create his own personal relations and prove that he was
worthy of his antecessors’ reputation. The prestige attached to the name of the shipping
house was an asset he had to gain and enhance.
The case of Coutsis shipping house’s succession process is enlightening. John
Coutsis was the leader of the Coutsis shipping house one of the most powerful shipping
houses of the island of Spetses and till the end of the 1850 he was the owner of four
personal shipping businesses. In the 1850s he organized the succession process of his
shipping house by introducing his only male successor, George Coutsis, to the
management of his shipping business by employing him as captain of his ship Saint

John31. George Coutsis at the age of twenty-two had the right to issue his license as
navigator of second class ships and took over the management of the shipping and
merchant enterprise. At the same time, he was authorized by his father to monitor the
merchant operations of a second family ship the “Agoraston” which had his brother-inlaw as her captain32. The gradual transfer of the responsibilities of the Coutsis shipping
house to George Coutsis ends eight years later with the transfer of the business ownership
rights to George Coutsis after the death of his father in 186133.
Conclusion

Merchant ship-owners of the island of Spetses met extensive development during
the 19th century as they were capable of managing their shipping businesses efficiently.
Shipping businesses’ management was based on a set of informal contractual and
informal network relations in the context of the shipping community. Especially in

30
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personal shipping businesses, ship-owners/principals utilized both formal and informal
monitoring mechanisms to eliminate the risk of “free riding” by their captains/agents. In
the case that ship-owners held the management of their personal shipping businesses,
there was no need of controlling mechanisms. However, most personal shipping
businesses were not managed by their owners, but by agents unrelated to ownership.
Captains unrelated to ownership were divided in two large categories. The first and
larger category refers to members of the ship-owner’s family and kinship network. The
second category consisted of foreign captains. According to the category each captain
belonged to, different mechanisms of control were used. In the case of relatives,
monitoring was based on social control and affinity relations while of the captains of the
second category, formal monitoring mechanisms such as limitations in capital lending
and expenses, correspondence and face-to-face meetings as well as constraints on his
responsibilities and delegate supervision were applied through contracts.
The transaction cost imposed by the need of monitoring was one of the reasons why
Spetsiot ship-owners relied mostly on their family and kinship network for the
management of their personal businesses. One the other hand, personal businesses were
the main preparation and training field of the shipping houses’ successors. By their
employment as captains in their father’s ships, younger members of the family were
getting familiar with the organization and function of the shipping business. Another
important part of their preparation process was the gradual involvement with the house’s
business network of partners and clients, process which led to the legitimization of the
successor.
Shipping businesses of the 19th century provide us with a prime example of the
efficiency of family businesses in the allocation and expansion of their managerial
resources by utilizing both family and kinship relations and contracts and formal types of
control in order to survive and grow; a characteristic example of the Greek owned
shipping businesses in the 19th century. At the same time, this example of the businesses
of the shipping gives emphasis on the flexibility of family businesses in different
competitive environments and economies.
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